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 The presentation will be shared 

following this session. 
 We will hold time for Q&A at the end of 

the presentation. Please leave 
questions in the chat. 



TEA and SBEC 
Organizational 
Updates



SBEC Mission & Purpose

Mission: SBEC is dedicated to improving student achievement and 
ensuring the safety and welfare of Texas school children by upholding 
the highest level of educator preparation, performance, continuing 
education, and standards of conduct. SBEC Board Operating 
Procedures

 Purpose: SBEC shall ensure that all candidates for certification or 
renewal of certification demonstrate the knowledge and skills 
necessary to improve the performance of the diverse student 
population of this state. TEC 21.031(b)
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Update on SBEC Membership



TEA Organizational Update

Emily Garcia – Associate Commissioner
Educator Preparation, Certification, and Enforcement

Mark Olofson -
Educator Data, 
Research, and 

Strategy
Educator preparation 

program accountability
Educator preparation 

dashboards

Jessica 
McLoughlin –

Educator 
Standards, 

Testing, and 
Preparation

Certification testing contract 
oversight

edTPA/new test development
EPP support and continuing 

reviews

Marilyn Cook -
Educator 

Certification
Processing, issuing, 

and renewing 
educator 

certifications

David 
Rodriguez -

Educator 
Investigations
Intake and Review

Fingerprinting
Investigations

Laura Moriaty -
SBEC 

Enforcement
Prosecuting educator 
disciplinary cases at 

State Office of 
Administrative 

Hearings (SOAH)

Christie Pogue 
– SBEC Policy 
Development 
and Support

Policy Development
Continuing 

professional 
education

SBEC rulemaking
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Our Shared 
Response to 
COVID: Looking 
Back and Looking 
Forward



Overview of Waivers 
 Governor-issued policy permitting two certificates that temporarily suspend some 

requirements:
 Candidates completing their EPP in Spring or Summer 2020 eligible for 1-year Probationary certificate 

(WPRO)
 Testing requirement suspended
 Clinical Teaching / Internship duration requirements suspended
 Candidates eligible for Standard certificate upon completion of testing requirement 

 Candidates beginning an internship in Fall 2020 eligible for 1-year Intern certificate (WINT)
 Testing requirement suspended
 Internship duration requirements retained
 Candidates eligible for Standard certificate upon completion of testing requirement, internship, and all 

other EPP requirements

 Addressed individuals who:
 Enrolled in alternative or traditional certification and had yet to pass the professional pedagogy and 

responsibilities test
 Enrolled in alternative certification and had yet to pass content area test



WPRO certificates provided a path for standard certification, 
mitigating potential declines in standard certificates



WINT certificates counteracted losses in intern certificates from 
2019 to 2020 also in summer months



Overall, more certificates allowing candidates to teach were 
issued in the year of the pandemic than the prior year



Data on Admissions and Attrition indicate positive signal across 
the teacher pipeline

 Admissions to preparation 
programs are slightly up

 Attrition is slightly lower from 
2019-2020 into 2020-2021

Academic Year
Number of 
Teachers

Attrition

Number Percent

2020-21 370,299 33,947 9.34%

2019-20 363,521 36,479 10.16%

2018-19 358,914 37,299 10.43%

2017-18 357,522 36,904 10.44%

2016-17 353,449 35,960 10.34%



Looking Forward

We worked together to shape a path that ensured we had teachers 
serving in Texas classrooms. 

Going forward, we will need to continue to work together to ensure we 
prepare teachers who are ready to meet the needs of Texas students, 
who need teacher expertise now more than ever. 



K-12 Perspective: Optional beginning-of-year (BOY) assessments data 
indicated 3.2 months of instructional loss due to the impact of COVID-19

BOY assessments were administered from July 
27, 2020 until October 16, 2020 and were 
designed to diagnose student understanding of 
the TEKS from the previous school year.

Almost 650k students from 334 school systems 
took the optional assessments online

The results of the study indicated 3.2 months of 
instructional loss, in addition to the typical 2.5 
months of summer loss

Note: Data was not used for any accountability purposes; aggregate results of the data were used in this research study 
Source: STAAR End-of-Year and Beginning-of-Year Results
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https://tea.texas.gov/sites/default/files/boy-summary-122120.pdf


With COVID, the # of students below grade level is likely to increase dramatically
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5% of 3rd graders who 
were below grade level 

in reading met grade 
level within 2 years

The Actions We Take Now Must Be Different From What We’ve Done

Historically in Texas, only 4% of students who are below grade level catch 
up to grade level (over two years)

Pre-COVID: 
22% of 
students 
were below 
grade level 
across all 
grades



Work to empower parents as a child’s first teacher must be expanded
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To Catch Kids Up, Schools Must Make Significant Changes

Rigorous instructional 
materials designed to make 
up ground, and designed to 
work remotely & on campus

Supported teachers who are 
equipped to deliver 

excellence, getting more than 
1 year of growth in 1 year

More time for the students 
most in need, including in 

the summer and with 
targeted tutoring

TEA | COVID-19



20-21 Innovative EPP Commendation Focus 

Partnerships with LEAs to support district-specific needs, in 
one or more of the following areas:

• Supporting districts and mentor teachers through the 
pandemic,

• Accelerating learning in response to COVID-related learning 
loss,

• Addressing staffing challenges, and
• Implementing best practices that emerged from EPP and/or 

district responses to the COVID pandemic



EPP 
Commendations



SBEC Mission & Purpose

Mission: SBEC is dedicated to improving student achievement and 
ensuring the safety and welfare of Texas school children by upholding 
the highest level of educator preparation, performance, continuing 
education, and standards of conduct. SBEC Board Operating 
Procedures

Purpose: SBEC shall ensure that all candidates for certification or 
renewal of certification demonstrate the knowledge and skills 
necessary to improve the performance of the diverse student 
population of this state. TEC 21.031(b)



Vision for EPP Commendations

Recognize EPPs leading the development of positive and 
impactful practices
Encourage innovation towards quality, to better serve our 

schools and students
Inform the Board of innovation in the field



EPP Commendations Categories

Rigorous and 
Robust 

Preparation

Preparing the 
Educators Texas 

Needs

Preparing 
Educators for 

Long-Term Success

Innovative 
Educator 

Preparation



Commendation Awardees

Category 1: Rigorous and Robust 
Preparation



Category 2: Preparing the Educators Texas Needs
These EPPs were identified for recruiting, preparing and 

supporting the certification of teachers in content shortage 
areas

These EPPs were identified for preparing and 
supporting teachers who identify as teachers of 

color or are employed in rural schools



Commendation Awardees

Category 3: Preparing Educators 
for Long Term Success



Innovative EPP Commendation: 19-20 Commendation Category

The SBEC seeks to recognize EPPs with innovative practices related to authentic, practice-based 
educator preparation. Strong partnerships between EPPs, local education agencies (LEAs), and 

campuses can foster teacher preparation that benefits teachers, schools, and students in ways that 
traditional internships or clinical teaching appointments may not. Practice-based preparation may 

include, for example, residency models or multi-semester clinical teaching appointments. Innovative 
practice-based preparation models may contain components of additional innovative practices, 

including a focus on the development and formative measurement of key teacher competencies, the 
consideration of LEA partner needs in the development of program content and structure, shared 

governance structures with LEA partners, and the use of student data as a component of candidate 
evaluation.



Innovative EPP Commendation:
19-20 Commendation Awardees

Urban Teachers

Texas Tech University

University of Houston



EPP Supports and 
Initiatives



High-Quality Educator Preparation

Our collective charge is more critical now than ever 
 The SBEC, SBEC Commendations Committee, and the EPAC have 

reinforced a focus on high-quality educator preparation
 The priority is to recognize and celebrate high-quality, innovative 

educator preparation and provide continuous improvement resources 
and supports to all educator preparation programs 



Resources and Support Initiatives 

Grants:
 Teacher Residency and Innovative Staffing Model Grants
 Principal Residency Grants

 Trainings and Webinars:
 Exam-specific trainings and webinars (newly launched exams or informed by 

exam performance trends)
 EPP best practice trainings and webinars
 Educator standards trainings and webinars

 Tools and Resources:
 Data Dashboards
 Certification Exam specific webpages and one-pagers



Accountability & 
Accreditation  
Updates



Accountability and Accreditation Update

• October 2020: SBEC adopted rule provisions to Chapter 229 related 
to accountability and the declared state of disaster

• All Programs receive rating of “Not Rated: Declared State of Disaster”
• ASEP data to be report-only

• February 2021: SBEC approved rating of “Not Rated: Declared State 
of Disaster” for all EPPs

• April 2021: SBEC discussed extending rating of “Not Rated: 
Declared State of Disaster” and ASEP data as report-only for 2020-
2021



Accountability and Accreditation Update

• SBEC has provided some guidance:
• Accountability system from 2018-2019 has value
• Candidates continue to be held to testing requirements for standard 

certificates; EPPs continue to responsible for supporting candidates

• TEA Staff plans to update portions of Ch. 228 that interact with 
accreditation statuses as part of Ch. 228 work

While the SBEC did not direct staff to change course, the final decisions 
for accountability and accreditation for 2020-2021 have not been 
finalized, and we encourage EPPs to be thoughtful when making 

decisions.



ECOS & 
Technology 
Updates



Updates to ECOS

• Updates targeted for June 24, 2021
• Observation Assignment Types
• Summer Observations
• Admission Record Updates
• You DO NOT need to go back and update records that you have already 

entered

• Changes have been announced in Newsletter
• Changes will be reflected in new Technical Manual 



Moving up with Teacher Preparation Data
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Transformation in 
Educator Preparation

Monitor and Report 
Current Processes

Accreditation & 
Compliance

Shifting 
Mindset

Shifting 
Support



New Data Systems 
Infrastructure to 

assist EPPs in their 
journey to enriched 

data.

Our Two-Pronged Approach

EPP-facing 
dashboards to 

support EPPs in 
their use of this 
enriched data.



Texas edTPA Pilot 
Overview



Alignment with Good Teaching edTPA Tasks 

Task 1: Planning for 
Instruction and 

Assessment

Assesses a candidate’s ability to develop lesson 
plans and assessments that:
• build student content understanding,
• support student learning needs,
• use knowledge of students in lesson and 

assessment design, and
• monitor student learning. 

Task 2: Instructing 
and Engaging 

Students in Learning 

Assesses a candidate’s ability to facilitate 
instruction in a manner that:
• establishes a supportive, productive learning 

environment, 
• engages all students in learning,
• deepens student thinking, and
• demonstrates the candidate’s subject-

specific pedagogical skill.

Task 3: Assessing 
Students’ Learning

Assesses a candidate’s ability to analyze 
assessment results by:
• analyzing student learning during instruction 

and through the assessment results,
• providing targeted feedback to students on 

area of strength and areas for growth, and
• supporting students in using teacher 

feedback for continued growth.
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Alignment with Subject-Specific Teaching and Learning

Subject-Specific 
Area Learning segments should include learning tasks: 

Elementary 
Literacy

In which students have opportunities to develop an essential literacy strategy for comprehending or composing 
text and the related skills that directly support that strategy 

Middle Childhood 
Mathematics

Where young adolescents have opportunities to develop 
• conceptual understanding 
• procedural fluency 
• mathematical reasoning and/or problem-solving skills 
• precise communication skills 

Performing Arts That support students to create, perform, and/or respond to music/dance/theater. This should include 
opportunities to apply 
• knowledge/skills (e.g., tools/instruments, technical proficiencies, processes, elements, organizational 

principles) 
• contextual understandings (e.g., social, cultural, historical, and personal reflection) 
• artistic expression (e.g., interpretation, creativity, exploration/improvisation, individual choices) 

Secondary Science That reflect a balanced approach to science, including opportunities for students to develop their abilities to use 
scientific concepts and apply scientific practices through inquiry to explain or make predictions about a real-world 
phenomenon. 



Alignment with Expectations for Texas Programs 

EPP
Requirements edTPA

Not leaving 
student learning 

to chance
Formative Assessments and

Coursework based in content-
specific standards

Feedback in Clinical Placements 
and Internships

Observation/Supervisory 
Evaluation

Certification exam that
requires candidates to 

demonstrate their
competence in Texas

classrooms
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Evidence of Competence

Task 1 
Planning

Task 2: Instruction Task 3: Assessment
• Instructional and social 

context (Context for 
Learning)

• Lesson plans
• Instructional materials,

student assignments
• Student assessments

• Planning Commentary

• Unedited Video Clips
• Instruction 

Commentary

• Analysis of whole class
assessment

• Analysis of learning and
feedback to selected
focus students (2 or 3 
depending on content 
area)

• Assessment
Commentary

Analysis of Teaching Effectiveness
Academic Language Development

Task 1: Planning



Summative Assessment of Teaching Practice in the Texas Context 

Focused on what is happening in Texas classrooms

edTPA Structure Readiness To Teach Texas Students
Assessment designed around three tasks 
(planning, instruction, assessment) 

Alignment with the SBEC’s expectation for 
educators

Subject-specific Requires candidates to plan based on the 
TEKS 

Knowledge of the learning environment Requires deep understanding of Texas 
schools and the needs of Texas students

Portfolio is a collection of artifacts and 
commentary

Provides actual evidence of a candidate’s 
ability to plan, instruct, and assess in Texas 
classrooms



edTPA Rubrics 
How the edTPA measures an educator’s development

Not
Ready Early Beginning

Teacher
Student Focus

Individuals/ Flex.
Groups

Intentional &
Well Executed

Highly Accomplished
Beginning Teacher
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Teacher Focus

Whole Class

Fragmented or 
Indiscriminate



Candidate Experience  

edTPA PPR
When its 

Completed
Completed during clinical teaching or 
internship in a Texas classroom

Can be taken anytime during preparation,
with program approval, in a testing center 

How its 
Completed

Required to demonstrate content-
specific competencies in practice

Required to answer multiple choice 
questions focused on EC-12 pedagogy

The Utility 
of the 

Results

Results for each of the 15-18 rubrics 
with feedback

Provides insight with specificity into 
areas of strength and areas for 
continuous improvement 

Number correct by exam competency and 
an overall Pass/Fail status
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Goal: Ensure that Texas teachers are Day 1 ready. 



Candidate Experience  
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”I think it’s ironic that as educators we talk a lot of about authentic 
assessments, but with PPR, nothing is authentic about it. The whole 

set up of edTPA is to cultivate our growth as educators. It’s really 
telling when you go through the edTPA… whether or not you’re 

ready. It is a lot of work, and it’s intense, but like [xx] was saying, 
it’s a lot of reflection. I feel like all of us [cohort] have come out on 

the other side a lot more prepared than if we had done the PPR. It’s 
a real test of whether or not we’re ready to go onto the next level.”

- TAMU San Antonio edTPA candidate

Goal: Ensure that Texas teachers are Day 1 ready. 



Texas edTPA Year 2 Pilot Overview 

• 34 EPPs: 19 IHE, 15 ACP participating in the Year 2 pilot
• Portfolio Submission to Date: 

• 824 candidates have submitted edTPA portfolios to date



edTPA Year 3 Pilot Overview

• edTPA Year 3 Pilot Application: 
• Opened December 15, 2020 and 

closed February 26, 2021
• edTPA Pilot Overview webinars 

and one-on-one conversations 
with interested EPPs 

• Pilot Programs: 
• 40 EPPs applied and were accepted 

to the Year 3 pilot 
• 17 IHEs and 23 ACPs 
• 15 new EPPs
• ~2,000 candidates participating 

• Pilot Program Supports:
• edTPA Regional Coordinators 
• Reimbursements and stipends for 

teacher candidates and 
mentor/cooperating teachers 

• Grant funding for pilot programs 



edTPA’s Regional Coordinators 

Lessons learned from edTPA pilot implementation:
 Scaling edTPA within the program
 Building relationships with P-12 partners
 Impact on candidate, program, and edTPA community outcomes

Partnership in service of continuous improvement is key. 



edTPA Year 3 Pilot Supports Underway

• edTPA Spring Institute (March 29-31) 
• All Year 3 pilot programs invited to participate, including EPP faculty, staff, and partners 

(100+ attendees across the three days) 
• Focus to support programs in initiating the planning process for the Year 3 pilot 

implementation and provide programs with an opportunity to share best practices with 
one another 

• 20+ sessions facilitated by Texas edTPA pilot programs and edTPA National Academy 
members on topics including: 
• Building an edTPA implementation team
• Faculty and staff communication, training, and buy-in,
• Candidate recruitment and support,
• P-12 partnerships,
• edTPA data analysis for continuous improvement, and
• Innovative edTPA practices.



Educator 
Standards and 
Testing Updates
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Content Pedagogy Exam Transition: 
291-391 Transition Period 

Core Subjects: EC-6 Core Subjects with STR: EC-6

2020 2021 2022

293 Science of Teaching Reading (starting 1/1/2021)

291 Core Subjects EC–6 TExES (last exam operational date 12/31/2021) 291 CS EC-6 TExES (last date to 
recommend 12/31/2022)

391 Core Subjects EC–6 TExES (starting 1/1/2021)

Development of 391:
• Updated ELAR subtest to remove duplicative content (public comment period for draft framework)
• Reduction and redistribution of content across remaining subtests, increasing available time per item
Transition Period:
• Both exams will be operational from Jan 2, 2021 – Dec. 31, 2021 (one-year overlap)
• Recommended that first-time test takers take 391 as of Jan. 1, 2021
• Yearlong overlap in operational periods to support candidates who are still needing to pass specific 291 

subtests
Certification Recommendation:
• A passing score on 291 can be used for recommendation of the Core Subjects with STR: EC-6 certificate no 

later than Dec. 31, 2022.



STR Exam Implementation Moving Forward
Phase Aligned Actions and Supports

Phase 1: Getting Ready to 
Launch

(June 2019–December 2020)

• Build awareness of the STR standards 

• Build awareness of the STR exam requirement 

• Train and support programs in the development of STR-aligned curriculum 

• Support candidates in the issuance of certificates prior to the STR requirement

Phase 2: Introductory 
Period

(January 2021–August 2021)

• First administration period begins January 1, 2021

• First score reports issued February 5, 2021

• Eight-month introductory period 

• Monitor exam performance trends 

• Train and support programs in the continued refinement of STR-aligned curriculum 

• Conduct 2020–2021 EPP five-year continuing approval reviews, including a review of the STR curriculum

Phase 3: Ongoing 
Administration and 

Continuous Improvement

(September 2021–onward)

• Implement the committee recommended passing standard for the 293 STR TExES exam

• Monitor exam performance trends 

• Train and support programs in the continued refinement of STR-aligned curriculum 

• Continue to conduct 2020–2021 EPP five-year continuing approval reviews, including a review of the STR 
curriculum
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Upcoming TExES Exam Launches 

Launch 
Date September 1, 2021 January 1, 2022 September 1, 2023

Ex
am

s

• School Counselor 
(252)

• Trade and 
Industrial 
Education PPR 
(370)

• English Language 
Arts and Reading 
4–8 (217)

• English Language 
Arts and Reading 
7–12 (331)



Future Exam Development 

Test Development Underway:
• DeafBlind EC-12 (185)
• Special Education EC-6 (186)
• Special Education 6-12 (187)
• Health (258)
• Physical Education (257)

Future Development:
• ESL Supplemental
• Bilingual Spanish



Communication 
and Next Steps



EPP Weekly Newsletter

 Distributed weekly every Tuesday morning
 Includes information about:
 Upcoming Events
 Upcoming Deadlines 
 EPP Management announcements, updates, resources, and trainings
 Educator Standards and Testing announcements, updates, resources, and 

trainings 
 Updates on the SBEC and Legislature 
 Linked resources and updates and opportunities from fellow EPPs 

 Thank you for your recent feedback in the Weekly Newsletter Survey! 



Questions



Thank you!
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